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Abstract
Observations indicate that over the past few decades, valley glaciers and ice caps in the Nepalese
Himalaya have been continuously shrinking in response to climate warming. The response timescales of these glaciers are not yet well understood. Considering the case of Glacier AX*+*, this paper
examines several methods for estimating the rate of glacier response to changes in climate. In spite
of having simple model physics and requiring only a few and often available ﬁeld data, simpler
analytical methods yield reasonable estimates of timescale. Detailed analytical and numerical iceﬂow models suggest that the response times for Glacier AX*+* are on the order of /* years. These
magnitudes are slightly larger than ﬁeld evidence indicates for typical valley glaciers, indicating that
Glacier AX*+* responds relatively slowly to changing climate. Nonetheless, sustained century-scale
warming as forecasted for the Nepalese Himalaya would provide su$cient time for Glacier AX*+* to
respond to this climatic disequilibrium. Given the fact that the glacier already lacks a persistent
accumulation zone, we foresee a complete retreat of the glacier by ,+**.
Key words: reaction time, response time, Glacier AX*+*, valley glacier, Nepalese Himalaya
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Introduction

Meteorological records indicate that the Nepalese
Himalaya warmed in the late ,*th century (Shrestha
et al., +333), accompanied by near-constant or decreasing precipitation (Shrestha et al., ,***). The impacts
of such climate change on glacial systems are observed in terms of shrinkage of areal extent (e.g.,
Fujita et al., ,**+), loss of ice volume, and the formation and drainage of glacial lakes (Kattelmann, ,**-).
Over the past several decades, this glacier retreat and
hydrological response have caused severe damage to
lives and properties downstream of many Himalayan
glaciers (e.g., Richardson and Reynolds, ,***). The
situation is expected to worsen in the future, as climatic projections follow similar trends until at least
the end of the ,+st century (Christensen et al., ,**1).
In an attempt to understand the response of a typical
Nepalese Himalayan glacier to climate change, this
paper assesses several available methods to estimate
(+) how quickly the glacier length responds to a climatic shift, and (,) how long the glacier takes to
adjust its overall geometry following a sustained
change in climate.

In response to a climatic shift, glaciers adjust their
geometry in all three dimensions. Glacier thickness
responds immediately to perturbations in snow accumulation and/or snow/ice ablation, but changes in
glacier extent (area or length) become noticeable only
after some delay. This lag in time, typically on the
order of a few years, is generally referred to as the
reaction time (e.g., Pelto and Hedlund, ,**+). The reaction time can be estimated from the timescale for a
switch in direction of geometric adjustment (retreat to
advance, or vice versa) following multi-year or decadalscale climate variability. Identifying the reaction
time for a glacier undergoing a continuous retreat or
advance is di$cult. Nevertheless, statistical analysis
between climatic data and corresponding glacier extent data (e.g., McClung and Armstrong, +33-; Calmanti
et al., ,**1) can yield an estimate of this timescale.
Glacier response time is a clearly-deﬁned and widelyused timescale to characterize a glacier’s response to
climate change. It is broadly deﬁned as the period
over which a glacier undergoes a geometric adjustment to accommodate a change in climate. Response
times for both ice volume and glacier length (extent)
can be considered. These timescales provide useful
information about how quickly a glacier evolves from
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one to another equilibrium state and the length of
time that a glacier is a#ected by a climatic shift, i.e.
how long a glacier carries the climate history in its
memory.
Based on both ﬁeld observations and numerical/
empirical models, several methods (e.g., Jóhannesson
et al., +323a, b; Harrison et al., ,**+; Oerlemans, ,**+;
Raper and Braithwaite, ,**3) have been proposed to
estimate the response time. The majority of these
methods provide estimates on the order of a few decades for the response time of valley glaciers, compared with centuries to millennia for larger iceﬁelds
and ice sheets. This rapid response of valley glaciers
is mainly due to the typical mountain climate, rather
than the dynamic characteristics of the glacier arising
from its small size (Bahr et al., +332). This paper explores several methods to assess their ability to estimate response times for a real valley glacier. We
discuss the strengths and limitations of each method.

,.

Study Area

Due to its simple geometry, absence of an icefall,
and lack of debris cover, Glacier AX*+* (Shorong Himal; ,1῍.,ῌN, 20῍-.ῌE; Figure +) is treated here for the
diagnosis of its response timescales. As of AD +312,
the glacier was +.1 km long with an areal extent of *./1
km, and an altitudinal range of .3/,ῌ/-0* m a.s.l. The
glacier ﬂows eastward in its accumulation zone and
its terminus runs down to the southeast. The planform geometry of the glacier is typical V-shape, with
the accumulation area about four times wider than
the ablation zone. It is a monsoon-a#ected summer-

Fig. +. Location of Shorong Himal and topographic
map of Glacier AX*+* as surveyed in AD +312
(Ikegami and Ageta, +33+). Solid circles inside the
glacier are positions of mass balance stakes. Solid
lines across the glacier are surface elevation contours of ,* m interval. The dotted line along the
glacier is the assumed ﬂow line used in the
numerical ice-ﬂow model.

accumulation-type glacier (e.g., Kadota and Ageta,
+33,). The primary accumulation and ablation period coincide, and summer-balance is representative
of the annual mass balance.
Glacier AX*+* is amongst a few highly-studied
glaciers in the Nepalese Himalaya. The ﬁrst detailed
study of this glacier was conducted in +312. In this
year, mass balance (Ageta et al., +32*), heat balance
(Ohata and Higuchi, +32*), surface velocity (Ikegami
and Ageta, +33+), and areal extent data (WGMS, +332)
were collected. Thereafter the glaciological state
variables have been monitored intermittently in +323,
+33+, +33/ῌ+333, and ,**.. Only the terminus position
was recorded in +323 (Fujita et al., ,**+), while in +33+
topographic mapping of the whole area of the glacier
was completed (WGMS, +332). Annual monitoring of
the glacier was initiated in +33/ and continued until
+333 to obtain mass balance, surface velocity, and
areal extent data (WGMS, ,**/). The ice thickness
was measured in +33/ (Kadota et al., +331) by means of
radio-echo sounding. The glacier extent was also resurveyed in ,**. (Kayastha and Harrison, ,**2).

-.

Reaction Time

For any glacier there exists a time lag between
the onset of a relatively sudden change in climate and
the initiation of a noticeable response of its terminus.
This lag in time for initial terminus response is referred to as the reaction time tr. Unlike the response
time, this timescale is not a pure physical property of
a glacier (e.g., Oerlemans, ,**+; Pelto and Hedlund,
,**+), as it depends not only on the state of glacier (the
degree to which it approximates an equilibrium state),
but also on the climate history. Furthermore, the
term ‘noticeable response’ appearing in the deﬁnition
can be ambiguous; for instance, glacier margins often
undergo annual advance/retreat cycles. Therefore
the reaction time has been criticized as a looselydeﬁned term. Nevertheless there is an intrinsic value
to this metric, as terminus ﬂuctuations are an intuitive and readily observable feature of valley glaciers.
Here we investigate tr for Glacier AX*+* through a
statistical correlation between historical climate variations and resulting position of the glacier terminus.
We consider temperature as the key climatic parameter that determines the mass budget of Glacier
AX*+*, as done in several other studies (e.g., Naito
et al., ,**+; Adhikari and Huybrechts, ,**3). Due to
the unavailability of a su$ciently long series of temperature recorded on or nearby the glacier, we use
data from the Kathmandu station (ῌ+/* km west of
the glacier). Kayastha and Harrison (,**2) infer that
Kathmandu temperature is highly correlated to regional variations in Equilibrium Line Altitude (ELA)
in the eastern part of the Nepalese Himalaya. Kathmandu summer temperature also follows a similar
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trend of variation as the corresponding data from the
Chialsa station, which is located ῌ,* km south of the
glacier and has data from +310 to +330. Naito et al.
(,**+) use Chialsa data in their research on Glacier
AX*+*. Data from Chialsa and Kathmandu are highly
correlated for the period of overlap (r῏*.2+). Adhikari
and Huybrechts (,**3) successfully reconstruct the
historical terminus position of Glacier AX*+* by forcing an ice-ﬂow model with temperature anomalies
from Kathmandu station.
Observations of terminus position are available for
Glacier AX*+* (Figure ,a). The lack of switch in
direction of glacier length changes (from retreat to
advance, or vice versa) makes it di$cult to judge tr
based on the visual inspection of temperature trend
and the glacier terminus positions as in Pelto and
Hedlund (,**+). While there are only sparse measurements of glacier terminus position (3 observations
over ,0 years, from +312 to ,**.), we are able to perform a cross-correlation analysis between time series
of climate and glacier extent data (Figure ,a) in order
to measure the degree of their linear relationship.
Similar techniques have been used to estimate tr for
Blue Glacier, USA (McClung and Armstrong, +33-) and
for glacial systems in Piedmont and Val d’Aosta, Italy
(Calmanti et al., ,**1).

We apply a time lag of * to ῍,* years to the length
series by shifting its position backward in time and plot
the correlation coe$cient between the temperature
and glacier length for each length of the lag (Figure ,b).
The ﬁgure reveals good correlations for time lags of 1ῌ
+, years (with the peak occurring at 2 years, r῏῎*.01),
implying that it takes about 2 years for Glacier AX*+*
to initiate its terminus retreat in response to the applied negative mass balance (as a result of a warming
climate). This estimate (tr῏2 years) is based on the
assumption that the glacier retreated linearly between
the measurement years. This magnitude of reaction
time is comparable to those reported for other small
valley glaciers (tr῏.ῌ+0 years; McClung and Armstrong, +33-; Pelto and Hedlund, ,**+; Calmanti et al.,
,**1).

Fig. ,. (a) Length record of Glacier AX*+* since +312,
along with a --year running mean of Kathmandu
(KTM) summer (June-July-August-September) temperature. (b) Cross-correlation analysis between
mean summer temperature and the glacier length
over the period +312ῌ,**.. A positive lag is
applied to the length data.

..+ Simpler analytical approaches
The Nye method
Based on the theory of propagation and di#usion of
kinematic waves (Nye, +30* and a subsequent series of
his papers), a semi-quantitative method is proposed to
estimate a memory timescale of glacier. This timescale

..

Response Time

The generally accepted deﬁnition of response
time is based on the concept of an equilibrium state
glacier. A glacier is said to be in an equilibrium state
when its dimensions remain ﬁxed under a constant
mass balance. A step change in mass balance on
such an idealized glacier induces a response towards a
new equilibrium state. The time that a glacier takes
to move from the initial to a new equilibrium state is
precisely deﬁned as the equilibrium time (Bahr et al.,
+332). In principle, this timescale can be inﬁnitely
long. It is therefore common to use the e-folding time
as the characteristic measure of the response time
(Jóhannesson et al., +323b): the time required for a
glacier to achieve (+῎e῎+)ῌ0-῍ of the total geometric
change along an exponential, asymptotic path to a
new equilibrium state.
An idealized step change in climate causing an
exponential, asymptotic evolution of glacier from one
to another equilibrium state does not occur in nature.
So, the suitability of response times estimated from
ﬁeld data relies on, for example (+) how far the initial
glacier geometry is o# the equilibrium state, (,) how
well the climate variability represents a step change,
(-) whether the study period is long enough for a
near-complete adjustment in glacier geometry, and (.)
how accurately the observed ﬁeld data represent the
input variables needed to estimate response time.
With careful consideration of these issues, we evaluate response times for Glacier AX*+*. The suitability
of estimated values is discussed based on the physics
and constraints of employed models.
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is equivalent to the volume timescale tv (Jóhannesson
et al., +323b), which is proportional to the length L and
inverse of terminus velocity ut of an (initial) equilibrium state glacier:
tv῏f

L
.
ut

(+)

Here f is the time-dependent proportionality factor
that explains along-ﬂow evolution of changes in surface elevation following a step change in climate.
Given the time, it is formally deﬁned as a ratio of
thickness change averaged over the full glacier length
DH to the change at its terminus DHt :
f῏

DH
.
DHt

(,)

In order to estimate tv , this factor f should correspond
to the value obtained after a su$ciently long time
over which a glacier completes the majority of its
geometric adjustment.
Now we compute tv for Glacier AX*+*. Continuous retreat of the glacier (Figure ,a) indicates that it
was not in an equilibrium or near-equilibrium state
over the period +312ῌ,**.. We choose the glacier in
+312 as an initial domain because good model baseline
data are available for this year. The glacier length
and average terminus velocity (observed at L+*, Figure +) were +1** m and ..* m a῍+ respectively (Ikegami
and Ageta, +33+). The thickness data required to calculate the factor f are listed in Table +. The glacieraverage thickness change over ,+ years (+312ῌ+333)
was about ῍+1 m. The change at the terminus during +312ῌ+33+ was about ῍-* m (Kadota et al., +33-).
For +*, m of glacier retreat over +33+ῌ+333, a simple
geometric analysis (Kadota and Ageta, +33,) with a
smooth surface slope of about +/ῐ (as revealed by +33+
topographic map) yields a ,1 m lowering of glacier
surface at the terminus. With ῎+* m of accuracy,
these data result in fῌ*.-*῎*.*0 (+312ῌ+333 average).
These values of f fall in the range of *.+ῌ*.. as calculated by Schwitter and Raymond (+33-) using the
along-ﬂow proﬁle change data of +/ glaciers.
The values L῏+1** m, ut῏..* m a῍+, and f῏*.-*῎
*.*0 yield tv in the range between +*, and +/- years
(+,0 years for f῏*.-*). It is apparent that a slight
change in factor f causes a large change in response
time. The model is equally sensitive to terminus velocity, which is often spatially variable.
Table +.

The Nye model is primarily designed for a parallel-sided slab with unlimited lateral extent. Its estimates may not be representative of valley glaciers
which have ﬁnite and varying width. In order to
address this issue, we recall Jóhannesson et al. (+323b)
to note that tv in Eq. + indicates the time needed for ice
to traverse the full glacier length if it were to move
the complete distance at the speed of the terminus.
The plan-form geometry with the wide accumulation
and narrow ablation zones (Figure +) indicates converging ﬂow on Glacier AX*+*. Consequently ice
may traverse downstream at a faster speed than the
terminus speed. It might therefore be useful to estimate tv using the velocity near the ELA. The velocity at ELA (ῌ/,** m a.s.l.) in +312 was about 0.1 m a῍+
(point U+* in Figure +). For f῏*.-, this gives tv῏10
years.
The Jóhannesson method
Jóhannesson et al. (+323a) propose an equally sim
ple approach to estimate tv. According to this method, the timescale is obtained by dividing a characteristic ice thickness H by the net annual mass balance
(ice-equivalent) at the glacier terminus bt:
tv῏

H
.
῍bt

(-)

For a parallel-sided glacier resting on relatively smooth
bedrock, the characteristic thickness represents the
maximum ice thickness. If a glacier has undulating
subglacial topography and varying lateral extent, H
should be adjusted properly. In spite of having irregular basal topography and varying width, maximum ice thickness has been used for several valleyglacier applications (e.g., Schwitter and Raymond,
+33-; Naito et al., ,**+; Pelto and Hedlund, ,**+). For
typical cases, e#ects of basal topography and varying
glacier width might cancel each other. We shall consider this point in Section ../.
Kadota et al. (+331) measured ice thickness of 20,
2- and /+ m at three di#erent locations along the
central ﬂow line of Glacier AX*+*. By preserving
these data, Adhikari and Huybrechts (,**3) approximate the bedrock topography using a simple method
(Nye, +3/,) to estimate ice thickness:
H῏

῍+

῍῍ .

Sd dh
rg dx

Record of glacier thickness change.

(.)
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Here Sd is the gravitational driving stress, r is ice
density, g is gravitational acceleration, and h is surface elevation. For +330, this suggests maximum
value of ice thickness to be around +,* m. The net
annual mass balance values recorded at the glacier
terminus from +330 to +333 were ῌ+.1,, ῌ,./2, ῌ-.0*,
and ῌ,.3+ m w.e. aῌ+ (WGMS, ,**/), giving an annual
average of bt῍ῌ,.31 m (ice equivalent) aῌ+. Eq. - yields
tv to be about .* years. This value is comparable to
the corresponding timescales of many other glaciers
(tv῍0ῌ0* years;McClungandArmstrong, +33-;Paterson,
+33.; Oerlemans, +331, ,**+; Pelto and Hedlund, ,**+).
Discussion
A quick comparison of tv for Glacier AX*+* obtained from the methods discussed above reveals a
broad range of magnitude. Both models are based on
simple physics and are designed for glaciers with
simple geometry. They are equally sensitive to
model input. Although this is often misinterpreted,
both of these models are insensitive to details of ter
minus dynamics῎. However, the Jóhannesson method appears to yield timescale (e.g., tv῍.* years for
Glacier AX*+*), which is more typical of valley glaciers (e.g., Jóhannesson et al., +323b; Paterson, +33.;
Oerlemans, ,**+).
Despite the appealing simplicity and practical utility of these methods, they bear an additional degree
of uncertainty in that none of them accounts for some
of the key phenomena of glacier-climate interaction,
such as the altitude - mass balance feedback. This
feedback is crucial as accumulation and ablation rates
are dependent on glacier surface elevation. Analytical solutions reveal that inclusion of such feedbacks
may double or triple the response time (Oerlemans,
,**+).
.., Including the altitude - mass balance feedback
To date, only a few attempts have been made to
include the altitude - mass balance feedback in analytical models. They include a proposal by Harrison
et al. (,**+) to modify the Jóhannesson estimate (Eq.
-), a similar e#ort by Oerlemans (,**+), and a simple
conceptual model of glacier hypsometry by Raper and
Braithwaite (,**3). The applications of these models
are not straightforward as they require extensive data
on both climatic and geometric details. Here we consider the Harrison model to demonstrate the importance of including the mass-balance dependency on
glacier surface elevation.
The Harrison model introduces the idea of a reference glacier geometry, which can be taken as the
initially-surveyed volume V*, area A*, and surface to
pography z* (x, y) of an ice mass. Over time the glac῎
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ier evolves to a new geometry V (t), A (t), and z (x, y, t),
with the changes DV, DA, and Dz (x, y) respectively.
Based on the concept of a reference surface balance
rate (Elsberg et al., ,**+), Harrison et al. (,**+) modify
the Jóhannesson model so that:



 

(/)




Here H is once again the characteristic ice thickness, br
is the speciﬁc balance rate at the (ice-free) bedrock
surface, and br is the average value of this quantity
over area DA:
















(0)



This accounts for the e#ect of changes in glacier area
DA on the balance rate. Similarly, G is the areaweighted average of vertical gradient in speciﬁc mass
db
balance rate G῍
:
dz








 
 



(1)

The G term accounts for the e#ect of changing surface
elevation on the glacier mass balance rate, where (zῌ
z*) is the di#erence in elevation at a point on the
surface with respect to the reference surface.
The tv deﬁned by Jóhannesson et al. (+323a, Eq. -)
and modiﬁed by Harrison et al. (,**+, Eq. /) have a
similar physical basis except that the latter one accounts explicitly for the altitude - mass balance feedback via G. Moreover bt in Eq. - characterizes the
balance rate at the elevation of the ice surface near the
terminus, while br in Eq. / characterizes the weightedaverage of the balance rate at bedrock elevation over
DA. Where a retreating glacier experiences ice loss all
around its perimeter (i.e. at both low and high elevations), the absolute magnitude of br , will be less than
that of bt . The opposite is likely to be true where DA
is dominated by glacier losses at the glacier front, as
the newly exposed bedrock lies at lower elevations
than the current terminus. It is therefore hard to
make generalization about the relationship between br
and bt . We consider br῍bt as in Leysinger Vieli and
Gudmundsson (,**.), because it is di$cult to accurately determine br as it demands a map of bedrock
elevations within DA and the speciﬁc balance rates br
at those elevations. Such details of mass balance
data are not available for the glacier at hand.
We consider the surface of Glacier AX*+* in +312
(Figure +) as the initial surface, i.e. at time t῍* years.
Although it is recommended to estimate G for each

Although both f and ut in the Nye model are individually dependent on the dynamical processes local to the terminus zone,
their ratio and hence tv is broadly insensitive to details of terminus dynamics (Jóhannesson et al., +323b). The physics of
Jóhannesson model does not rely on such dynamics.
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Table ,. Summary of various parameters used to calculate G. The value of G is
computed using mass balance in elevation ranges one up and one below. For
the ﬁrst and the last elevation ranges, it is obtained by linearly extrapolating
adjacent three values.

year and to perform a numerical integration, this is
not possible for Glacier AX*+*, due to the unavailability of annual hypsometry, mass balance, and thickness change data. We therefore estimate G for the
period +312ῌ+33+ in a single treatment. We obtain
hypsometry and thickness change data from WGMS
(+332). We assume the balance rate gradient of the
conventional surface is equivalent to the reference
surface counterpart (Elsberg et al., ,**+) and use the
average annual data recorded during +330ῌ+333.
Data and parameters considered to estimate G for
Glacier AX*+* are summarized in Table ,. The calculation yields G῏3.3 mm (ice-equivalent) aῌ+ mῌ+ (+312ῌ
+33+ average).
The third input parameter is characteristic ice
thickness, which is deﬁned as the derivative of volume with respect to area. Due to the lack of essential
ﬁeld data, we obtain H῏DV/DA using a dynamical
ice-ﬂow model (Section ..-). On the course of simulating
the historical front position (Adhikari and Huybrechts,
,**3), we obtain the initial geometry (AD +312) of
Glacier AX*+* with A*῏*./1῎+*0 m, (both observed
(WGMS, +332) and simulated) and V*῏,0.10῎+*0 m(simulated). For each year thereafter, we obtain annual data for surface area and ice volume. Iceequivalent cumulative change in volume DV and area
DA with respect to their initial values are shown in
Figure -. This gives H῏++1 m, which is comparable
to the maximum ice thickness (+,* m), as in the case
with South Cascade glacier (Harrison et al., ,**+).
The resulting response time from Eq. / is 03 years.
Comparing this value to the Jóhannesson estimate (.*
years) illustrates the importance of the altitude - mass

balance feedback. Including this feedback increases
the response time by 1,ῌ. The sensitivity of response time to the mass balance gradient is also as
sessed. Switching G by ῍, mm (ice-equivalent) aῌ+ mῌ+
causes the response time to vary by about 3 years on
average. As evident from Eq. /, longer timescale is
obtained when there is stronger mass balance gradient (G῏++.3 mm of ice-equivalent aῌ+ mῌ+ in our tests).
..-

Calculations with a numerical ice-ﬂow model
In this section, we obtain both volume and length
response times for Glacier AX*+* by using a dynamical ice-ﬂow model. As Leysinger Vieli and Gudmundsson (,**.) suggest that simpler models such as
those based on the shear-deformational ﬂow yield

Fig. -. Ice-equivalent cumulative change in volume
DV as a function of change in area DA of Glacier
AX*+*, obtained from a dynamical ice-ﬂow model.
Magnitudes of DV and DA are relative to the
initial glacier geometry (AD +312). The slope of
the linear ﬁt gives the Harrison thickness scale.
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su$ciently accurate timescales, we consider a simple
model rather than a high-order or Stokes treatment of
glacier dynamics. The prognostic equation of our
model links change in ice thickness H to the ﬂux
divergence (ﬁrst term in the RHS) and the net surface
mass balance b:
῎HUῌw*ῐH῍῏
+
H
ΐῑ
ῐb .
t
x
ῌw*ῐ,H῍

(2)

Here w* is bottom width of the glacier, x is distance
along the ﬂow line, t is time, and U is the verticallyaveraged velocity. The velocity is comprised of deformational and sliding components, Udΐfd HS-d and
Usΐfs Sd- Hῑ+, where fd and fs are ﬂow parameters and
dh
is the gravitational driving stress. DeSdΐῑrgH
dx
tails on model set-up and parameter description can
be found in Adhikari and Huybrechts (,**3).
The climatic setting imposed in the model is simple
and can be described using a linear mass balance gradient of *.*+ m w.e. aῑ+ mῑ+ (e.g., Harper and Humphrey,
,**-):
bΐ*.*+ῌhῑ/+1.῍ῐDb .

(3)

The dependence of mass balance on glacier surface h
captures the altitude - mass balance feedback. An
additional perturbation term Db (constant in time and
elevation) is included to test the climatic response of
the glacier. We impose a step change in mass balance in a range between Dbΐῑ*./ and Dbΐῐ*./ m
w.e. aῑ+ on the equilibrium state glacier whose longitudinal extent resembles the one observed in +330.
For each case, the resulting evolutions of glacier length
and ice volume are shown in Figure .. This gives
e-folding timescales of tlΐ//ῌ20 and tvΐ.2ῌ0. years to
adjust glacier length and ice volume, respectively.
These values are comparable to response times for
several other valley glaciers (tlΐ,*ῌ++. years and tvΐ
+-ῌ1- years; e.g., Huybrechts et al., +323; Oerlemans,
+331, ,**+; De Smedt and Pattyn, ,**-).
Based on the reaction of glacier length (Figure .a)
and ice volume (Figure .b), there are two interesting
points to note. First, Glacier AX*+* takes less time
(by -ῌ,0 years) to adjust its ice volume than its length,
due to the instantaneous response of ice thickness to
the climatic perturbation. Second, response times
are shorter for a severe climate change (Dbΐῒ*./ m
w.e. aῑ+) than for a mild one (Dbΐῒ*.+ m w.e. aῑ+); tv
and tl (tauῑ+) are reduced in these cases by +, and ,*
years, respectively. For larger perturbations of the
mass balance, the response of the glacier is more
non-linear (e.g., Jóhannesson et al., +323b), thereby
inciting a more rapid initial response. This yields
smaller e-folding timescales.
...

Calculations based on the glacier length records
Here we attempt to calculate the response time tl of

Fig. .. Reaction of the glacier length (a) and volume
(b) in response to applied changes in mass balance,
obtained from a dynamical ice-ﬂow model. In
both cases, a step change in mass balance in the
range between ῑ*./ and ῐ*./ m w.e. aῑ+ is imposed
on an equilibrium state glacier whose longitudinal
extent is equivalent to the +330 glacier stand.

Glacier AX*+* from its length record. For an equilibrium state glacier with length L* and ELA E*, Oerlemans
(,**+) relates the ﬂuctuation in ELA DE to change in
glacier length DL as:
d
+
DEῌt῍ΐ ῌDLῌt῍ῐtl
DLῌt῍῎ .
῏
c῍
dt

(+*)

Here L (t)ΐL*ῐDL (t) is the glacier length and E (t)ΐE*
ῐDE (t) is the ELA at any time t, and c* is the
climate sensitivity that determines how the equilibrium glacier length is related to the ELA.
First, we linearly interpolate sparsely observed
glacier length data (Figure ,a) and prepare its annual
record for the period +312ῌ,**.. It is ﬁtted with a
fourth-order polynomial (Figure /a). Given the time
t, the change in length DL (t) and the rate of change in
d
DL (t) are obtained from the polynomial and
length
dt
its ﬁrst derivative, respectively. Next, we investigate
the climate sensitivity using the dynamical ice-ﬂow
model discussed in Section ..-. ELA perturbations in
a range between ῑ,/ and ῐ,/ m are imposed on the
equilibrium state glacier as deﬁned in the previous
section in order to obtain the corresponding changes
in glacier length. The results are plotted and ﬁtted
with a least-square linear line (Figure /b), whose slope
determines the climate sensitivity (cΐῑ,..0) for Glac-
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ier AX*+*. As the ﬁgure reveals a highly linear
relation between DE and DL, the linear inverse model
should yield a reasonably accurate estimate of tl.
In order to compute the length response time, we
now require an annual record of ELA. Glacier AX*+*
lacks such data. For the Rolwaling massif that hosts
Glacier AX*+*, Kayastha and Harrison (,**2) obtain
DE῎+.**῍*.22 m aῌ+. The upper limit of recommended DE seems to represent well the conditions for

Glacier AX*+*, because the glacier has experienced an
increasingly warmer climate and has even lost its
accumulation zone for some years during the study
period (e.g., WGMS, ,**/). Nevertheless, we consider
both average (DE῎+.** m aῌ+) and maximum (DE῎
+.22 m aῌ+) values. We now reconstruct the ELA by
considering tl as a tuning parameter in the model (Eq.
+*), such that the linear trend of reconstructed ELA
best describes the employed DE. A typical reconstruction of DE (t) is shown in Figure /a. Corresponding response times for mean and maximum DE are
found to be ,, and /+ years, respectively. These timescales along with climate sensitivity are comparable
to corresponding values for several other glaciers (c῎
2ῌ2. and tl῎.ῌ21 years; Oerlemans, ,**+, ,**1; Klok
and Oerlemans, ,**-).
../ Discussion
It is constructive to synthesize and compare the
timescales obtained from several approaches. This
paper deals with three analytical methods, one numerical ice-ﬂow model and one linear inverse model.
With the ability of numerical ﬂow model to yield both
volume and length response times, we obtain tv from
four and tl from two di#erent methods (Table -).
Summing up the key strengths and limitations of each
method, we discuss the suitability of estimated timescales to represent Glacier AX*+* in broader sense.

Fig. /. (a) Glacier length and reconstructed ELA
obtained from the inverse model. Both curves are
plotted with respect to +312 data, and are accompanied by the corresponding trend lines. The
trend line ﬁtted over the length record is a
polynomial of degree N῎., while that over the
ELA is a linear ﬁt. (b) Resulting changes in an
equilibrium state glacier length due to applied
changes in the ELA. The slope of the linear ﬁt
reveals the glacier’s climate sensitivity.

Table -.

Volume response time
Simpler analytical methods are easy to use as
they require very little ﬁeld data, which is commonly
available. However these models contain simpliﬁed
underlying physics and are associated with numerous
constraints. The Nye model is based on a linearized
treatment of ice motion and is applied to simple glacier geometry. Estimates from this model may not be
suitable, because (+) the climatic perturbation (scaled
to a step-change) over the study period could be large
enough that non-linear e#ects are important, and
cannot be captured via linear theory, (,) the glacier in +312 could be well o# the equilibrium state, and
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(-) the applied velocities may not represent the widthaveraged values. As explained in Section ..+, the ﬁrst
estimate (tv῍+,0 years) is longer than it should be,
because it does not capture the e#ect of converging
ﬂow caused by varying glacier width. We have more
conﬁdence in the result that is based on velocity
around the ELA (tv῍10 years). The use of the velocity at the ELA, however, is neither theoretically justiﬁed nor commonly practiced.
Compared to the Nye estimates, the Jóhannesson
estimate (tv῍.* years) is more typical of valley glaciers. However, its reliability is dependent on how
well the ice thickness value represents the e#ects of
irregular basal topography and varying glacier width.
The presence of subglacial deep basins (see Figure - in
Adhikari and Huybrechts, ,**3) provides an extra resistance (compared to smooth bedrock) and impedes
the ice ﬂux, thereby forcing the glacier to respond to
climate change gradually (i.e., longer timescale). In
convergent ﬂow associated with varying glacier
width (Figure +), on the other hand, ice tends to ﬂow
faster, thereby accommodating the change in climate
more rapidly (i.e. shorter timescale). Should these
e#ects compensate for each other, the Jóhannesson
estimate would be more reliable. The ice-thickness
scale as obtained from a dynamical ice-ﬂow model
that accounts for the e#ects of irregular basal topography and varying width of Glacier AX*+* (see Section ..,, H῍++1 m) is indeed consistent with the thick
ness used in Eq. - (H῍+,* m). This justiﬁes the choice
of characteristic thickness and hence the reliability of
t v.
Besides several constraints pointed above, simple
analytical models do not account an important feedback between surface elevation and mass balance.
Including such a feedback rigorously demands extensive annual data concerning both glacier geometry
and climate. By making use of available data for
Glacier AX*+*, the Harrison model accounts for the
altitude - mass balance feedback and yields tv῍03
years. This is generally an improved estimate of the
Jóhannesson model, but its reliability depends on (+)
how well the balance rates observed at the ice surface
near the terminus and at the bedrock elevation match
each other, and (,) whether the assumption of similar
balance rates for conventional and reference glacier
surfaces is valid.
Although it only simulates shear-deformational
ﬂow, the employed numerical model deals with more
comprehensive (non-linear) dynamics of glacier iceﬂow than the analytical methods. Furthermore, the
numerical model accounts for the e#ects of varying
glacier width and altitude - mass balance feedback.
Therefore these estimate (tv῍.2ῌ0. years) are likely to
be more realistic and representative for Glacier AX*+*.
In the ongoing climatic context (rapid warming), the
lower estimates (on the order of /* years), which are
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associated with larger perturbations in mass balance
might represent the most suitable volume response
time for Glacier AX*+*.
Length response time
Although the volume timescale is of much interest from a practical point of view (e.g., for water
resources studies or issues of sea level change), estimates of tl that explain the rate of adjustment of
glacier length are equally useful. With explicit treatment of ﬂow dynamics, consideration of evolving glacier geometry, and inclusion of the altitude - mass
balance feedback, the numerical ice-ﬂow model yields
generally acceptable and possibly representative timescale (tl῍//ῌ20 years). In the ongoing climatic context with increasingly warmer conditions, the lower
estimates (on the order of /* years) associated with the
larger perturbations in mass balance should represent
the most suitable length response time for Glacier
AX*+*. This is consistent with the inverse model
estimate (tl῍/+ years) for a larger rate of change in
ELA (DE῍+.22 m aῌ+). This estimate, however, is
based on simple physics that linearly relates ELA
ﬂuctuations to a change in glacier length, and is prone
to errors associated with sparse measurements of glacier length over the study period.

/.

Conclusion

In an attempt to quantify the climatic response of
Glacier AX*+*, this paper considers several approaches to obtain suitable values of its characteristic
timescales. First, we compute the reaction time using a simple statistical method, in order to understand
how quickly the glacier exhibits its initial terminus
response to ongoing climate change. Although we
lack annual observations of glacier length, the available data and analysis are su$cient to estimate a
reaction time of about 2 years for Glacier AX*+*.
Next, we estimate the response time using a number of analytical and numerical models, in order to
quantify how long the glacier takes to adjust its overall geometry following an observed or idealized
change in climate. Unsurprisingly, each method yields
a unique result, thereby producing a broad range of
estimates. It is therefore di$cult to report a deﬁnitive value for the response time. Based on considerations of the physics and constraints of each models,
the accuracy and consistency of input parameters,
and the ongoing (increasingly warmer) climatic context, we conclude that representative values of response time (both volume and length) for Glacier
AX*+* are about /* years. This indicates a relatively
slow response of the glacier to climate change, as
generally recommended values for small valley glaciers range from +* to /* years (e.g., Paterson, +33.;
Oerlemans, ,**+).
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Glacier AX*+* has been subjected to increasing
temperatures over the past several decades, a trend
that is expected to continue throughout this century
(Christensen et al., ,**1). This represents roughly
two e-folding times for Glacier AX*+*, long enough for
the glacier to experience a near-complete response (by
,+**) to climate conditions experienced by midcentury. The local climate is already untenable due
to the lack of a persistent accumulation zone (WGMS,
,**/), which is crucial for the survival of glacier (Pelto,
,*+*). It is therefore likely that Glacier AX*+*, in
spite of responding relatively slowly to changing climate, may not survive thorough to the end of this
century unless a cold and wet climate arrives. This is
consistent with conclusion made in Adhikari and
Huybrechts (,**3).
On a ﬁnal note, we recommend a few feasible
methods that yield suitable estimates of response
times for valley glaciers. Despite the simple underlying physics, the Jóhannesson model is recommended.
It requires limited amounts of ﬁeld data which are
often available, but still yields reasonable estimates.
If su$cient ﬁeld data are available both in geometric
and climatic details, the Harrison model should be
used. It is an improvement to the Jóhannesson
model that explicitly accounts for the important feedback between surface elevation and mass balance.
Whenever available, dynamical ice-ﬂow models can
be used to estimate the response time by imposing a
suitable step change in climate.
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